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ABSTRACT. Archetypes are increasingly used as a methodological approach to understand recurrent patterns in variables and processes
that shape the sustainability of social-ecological systems. The rapid growth and diversification of archetype analyses has generated
variations, inconsistencies, and confusion about the meanings, potential, and limitations of archetypes. Based on a systematic review,
a survey, and a workshop series, we provide a consolidated perspective on the core features and diverse meanings of archetype analysis
in sustainability research, the motivations behind it, and its policy relevance. We identify three core features of archetype analysis:
recurrent patterns, multiple models, and intermediate abstraction. Two gradients help to apprehend the variety of meanings of archetype
analysis that sustainability researchers have developed: (1) understanding archetypes as building blocks or as case typologies and (2)
using archetypes for pattern recognition, diagnosis, or scenario development. We demonstrate how archetype analysis has been used
to synthesize results from case studies, bridge the gap between global narratives and local realities, foster methodological interplay, and
transfer knowledge about sustainability strategies across cases. We also critically examine the potential and limitations of archetype
analysis in supporting evidence-based policy making through context-sensitive generalizations with case-level empirical validity. Finally,
we identify future priorities, with a view to leveraging the full potential of archetype analysis for supporting sustainable development.
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INTRODUCTION
Unprecedented rates of social-environmental change and the
urgent need to design effective strategies for sustainable
development are driving demand for efforts to scale up case-based
knowledge (Cox 2014, Verburg et al. 2015), but in context-
sensitive ways (Ostrom 2007, Magliocca et al. 2018). Archetypes
are increasingly used as a methodological approach to understand
recurrent patterns of variables and processes that shape the
sustainability of social-ecological systems in different locations
and at different times (e.g., Jäger et al. 2007, Messerli et al. 2016,
Sietz et al. 2017, Levers et al. 2018; Eisenack et al. unpublished
manuscript, http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?
doi=10.1.1.572.4210&rep=rep1&type=pdf). The approach supports
contextually explicit generalizations of results from case studies.
It facilitates the transfer of knowledge from one case to another,
thereby identifying the contextual and normative conditions
under which particular strategies effectively support sustainable
development.  
The history of archetypes thinking dates back as far as the ancient
philosophy of Plato and the philosophy of Locke, with archetypes
being understood as original forms of complex, real things (Locke
1690). In psychology, Jung (1959) developed psychological
archetypes as patterns and symbols of the collective unconscious,
which are expressed in dreams and human imagination. A major
origin of contemporary archetype analysis in sustainability
research is the concept of system archetypes in the field of system
dynamics. System archetypes characterize generic structures and
behaviors of systems (Senge 1990, Wolstenholme 2003, 2004).
Usually depicted as causal graphs, they represent typical causal
linkages that reappear across many cases such as the tragedy of
the commons or limits to growth (Braun 2002, Bennett et al. 2005,
Lane 2008).  
Archetypes are analyzed for an increasing range of topics in
sustainability research, including land systems, governance and
institutional change, social-ecological systems, and global change
(Eisenack et al. 2019; Sietz, Frey, Roggero, et al. unpublished
manuscript). For example, “archetypes of vulnerability” depict
recurrent configurations of factors that generate vulnerability to
socioeconomic and ecological change at global, regional, and
local scales (Jäger et al. 2007, Vidal Merino et al. 2019). “Land
system archetypes” represent patterns of land-use intensity,
environmental conditions, and socioeconomic factors that appear
repeatedly across the terrestrial earth surface (Václavík et al. 2013,
Levers et al. 2018). “Archetypes of livelihood vulnerability and
sustainability” synthesize the factors and processes explaining
how large-scale land acquisitions affect rural livelihoods
(Oberlack et al. 2016).  
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Fig. 1. Varieties of archetype analysis in sustainability research based on a systematic literature review. (A) Qualitative, quantitative,
or mixed methods. (B) Empirical or nonempirical methods. (C) Scale of knowledge chain.
Archetype analysis in sustainability research has proliferated
considerably since 2013. This rapid growth and diversification has
generated variations, inconsistencies, and confusion about the
meanings, potentials, and limitations of archetypes. We therefore
provide a consolidated perspective on the core features and diverse
meanings of archetype analysis, its underlying motivation, and
its relevance to policy, with a focus on sustainability research.
Archetype analyses in other fields, including psychology (Jung
1959) and literature studies (Kugler 1982), are beyond the scope
of our work.  
After describing our methods and the state of the literature, we
clarify the core features of archetype analysis in sustainability
research and provide guidelines for understanding multiple
meanings of archetypes. Subsequently, we show what motivates
researchers to use archetype analysis as they tackle six knowledge
problems that persistently challenge sustainability research,
policy making, and practice. Next, we examine the potentials of
archetype analysis in supporting evidence-based, context-
sensitive policy making, and we discuss limitations. Finally, we
identify future priorities, with a view toward leveraging the full
potential of archetype analysis for supporting sustainable
development.
METHODS
This work is based on a survey, two research workshops, and a
systematic review of the scientific literature on archetypes. The
survey compiled the perspectives and experiences of users of the
archetypes approach regarding key topics in archetype analysis,
main potentials and challenges of archetype analysis, and suitable
methods. We distributed the survey in March 2017 to the 28
participants of the first research workshop; 17 completed surveys
were returned (response rate: 60.7%). We analyzed the responses
by synthesizing the main themes for each question. The survey
results informed the debates at the first workshop, the coding
scheme for the systematic review, and the descriptions of
meanings, motivations, and policy relevance.  
The two research workshops were held at the University of Bern,
Switzerland, in May 2017 and at the Humboldt Universität zu
Berlin, Germany, in February 2018. They involved a total of 46
researchers of land systems, institutional analysis, and global
change with expertise in archetype analysis based in 12 countries
in Europe, Asia, North America, and South America. The
workshops synthesized participants’ expertise and knowledge in
archetype analysis and triggered and showcased cutting-edge
applications (Oberlack et al. 2017, Eisenack et al. 2018).  
For the systematic literature review, we retrieved peer-reviewed
scientific articles from Web of Science and Scopus databases using
the keywords (archetyp*) AND (“global change” OR vulnerab*
OR sustainab* OR resilien* OR adaptation OR land), yielding
523 documents (final search date: 8 December 2017). Of these
artricles, we included papers in our review that: (1) explicitly
analyzed archetypes; (2) related to sustainability, vulnerability,
land systems, or social-ecological systems; and (3) were peer
reviewed. These criteria applied to 45 papers. We added eight
eligible papers that were known by the authors but not retrieved
through Web of Science or Scopus because four of them are not
listed in these databases and four were forthcoming at the time of
research. Accordingly, we reviewed 53 papers in total (Appendix
1). This set of papers covered archetype analyses in sustainability
research that made explicit reference in the title or abstract to
global change, vulnerability, sustainability, resilience, adaptation,
or land. Although this set of papers included studies of system
archetypes, we do not claim a comprehensive coverage of
archetype studies in the field of system dynamics (for overviews,
see Sterman 2000, Braun 2002, Wolstenholme 2003, Mirchi et al.
2012). We extracted the following information from the 53 papers:
definition of archetypes, number of identified archetypes,
motivation to analyze archetypes, focus and unit of analysis,
methodology, whether and how the paper analyzes sustainability
strategies, scientific discipline, and geographical and temporal
scale of analysis. The quantitative and qualitative data gathered
informed our debates at the second workshop.
STATE OF THE LITERATURE
Most papers (83.0%) in our sample of 53 were published after
2013 (Appendix 1). The papers document a variety of methods
(Fig. 1A), the most frequent of which are meta-analyses of case
studies, cluster analyses of spatial data, and system dynamics
modeling. Most studies are empirical (Fig. 1B), but some used
“archetypes” deductively, for example, to propose conceptual
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frameworks. The majority used archetypes to generate global or
supranational knowledge claims (Fig. 1C). Archetypes are
analyzed for a wide array of topics and units of analysis, most
frequently land systems, water systems, macroeconomic or
societal development, agriculture, livelihoods, households, and
urban areas.  
The number of archetypes identified in the studies ranges widely,
from 1 to 32 (mean: 7.0, median: 4.0, standard deviation: 6.5).
Studies that use archetypes to identify patterns empirically tend
to find a larger number of archetypes (9.5, 6.0, 8.2) than studies
that use archetypes for diagnosis (6.1, 4.0, 4.1) or for scenario
development (3.8, 4.0, 1.3).
ARCHETYPE ANALYSIS IN SUSTAINABILITY
RESEARCH: CORE FEATURES, DIVERSE MEANINGS,
AND RELATED APPROACHES
Core features of archetype analysis in sustainability research
We identified three core features of archetype analysis in
sustainability research. Archetype analysis investigates recurrent
patterns of the phenomenon of interest at an intermediate level
of abstraction to identify multiple models that explain the
phenomenon under particular conditions.
Recurrent patterns
Archetypes are recurrent patterns that hold across cases of the
phenomenon of interest, meaning that an archetype reappears in
more than one case (Eisenack 2012). Accordingly, archetype
analyses do not adopt research designs of single case studies.
Instead, typical methods include meta-analyses of case studies
(Messerli et al. 2016, Oberlack et al. 2016), statistical analyses
(Václavík et al. 2013, Sietz et al. 2017), system dynamics modeling
(Banson et al. 2016), and participatory scenario development
(Wardropper et al. 2016), among others. For a detailed assessment
of the methodological portfolio, see Sietz, Frey, Roggero, et al.
unpublished manuscript.  
Preconditions for archetype analysis are that multiple cases are
sufficiently similar in the defining features of the considered
phenomenon (e.g., large-scale land acquisitions, climate change
adaptation) and the cases share some attributes (e.g., variables
and causal mechanisms) that are similar in qualitative or
quantitative terms. Every case of a phenomenon is unique in some
aspects if  it is described in sufficient detail (Poteete and Ostrom
2008). However, cases typically share similarities in particular
attributes (Ostrom 2009). Archetype analysis identifies those
configurations of attributes that are shared across a set of cases
and are crucial for describing the system dynamics or causal effect
of interest.
Multiple models
A second core feature of archetype analysis is the assumption that
capturing the diversity of contexts, processes, and outcomes of a
phenomenon requires developing multiple models rather than
searching for one model that explains all cases of the phenomenon
(Young et al. 2006; Eisenack et al. unpublished manuscript, http://
citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.572.4210&rep=
rep1&type=pdf). This approach contrasts with multivariate
methods that search for one general model to explain the
relationships between independent variables and outcomes.  
This feature makes the archetypes approach particularly useful
when dealing with heterogeneous sets of cases where there is a
need to compare, generalize, or transfer insights across multiple
cases. Archetype analysis identifies a suite of archetypes to explain
the phenomenon of interest. This approach enables researchers
to capture critical details of heterogeneous cases while
generalizing across them. The thematic, geographical, and
temporal validity of any archetype analysis is enhanced by
specifying the particular contextual conditions under which each
archetype occurs (Sietz et al. 2012, Magliocca et al. 2018).
Intermediate abstraction
Attributes of cases in an archetype analysis are described with an
intermediate degree of semantic abstraction (Eisenack 2012).
Every archetype analysis uses an analytical framework that
provides a common vocabulary of attributes to describe the cases.
Attributes are formulated in a language that applies to multiple
cases, balancing the accuracy and meaning of the attributes (Cox
2008). For instance, the “local elite capture” archetype in
Oberlack et al. (2016) is formulated at an intermediate degree of
semantic abstraction because the “local elite” concept manifests
in different, context-specific ways in different cases: local elites
may be chiefs, village headmen or headwomen, elders, or elected
state officials, depending on the socio-cultural context of the
cases.  
Furthermore, abstraction has a second dimension next to the
semantic one. Rather than providing a detailed description of one
specific case, archetype analysis focuses on essential factors and
their associations that explain a phenomenon in multiple cases
(Kok et al. 2016). Each archetype usually contains a subset of the
attributes depicted in the analytical framework. Depending on
the research purpose, this analytical reduction can identify the
recurrent factors, processes, and outcomes (Oberlack et al. 2016)
or the necessary and sufficient conditions for an outcome
(Srinivasan et al. 2012, Kimmich and Villamayor-Tomás 2019).  
This core feature of archetypes captures case particularities
without risking an “ideographic trap,” where the uniqueness of
cases is considered incommensurable. If  attributes are too specific
and overly numerous, every case is indeed different from others.
By contrast, if  attributes are too abstract, the analysis risks falling
into the “nomothetic trap,” generalizing to the point of
meaninglessness (Petschel-Held 2003, Frey and Cox 2015).  
The appropriate degree of abstraction is usually unknown at the
beginning of a study. It depends on the research purpose and the
methodology (Eisenack et al. 2019). For example, in meta-
analyses of case studies, the translation of case study results into
the language of the analytical framework during the iterative
development of the codebook determines the semantic
abstraction of attributes (van Vliet et al. 2016, Dell’Angelo et al.
2017b). In indicator-based cluster analyses, considerations of
hypothesized causal mechanisms and practical considerations of
data availability drive semantic abstraction and the selection of
attributes (Kok et al. 2016).  
The analysis of “nested archetypes,” which distinguishes between
main archetypes and subarchetypes, makes it possible to
incorporate multiple levels of abstraction within one study (Sietz
et al. 2017). Similarly, global patterns of vulnerability have been
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refined by focusing on specific regional processes such as those
related to smallholder farming in northeast Brazil (Sietz 2014).
Overgeneralization can further be prevented by delimiting the
scope of a study (Sietz et al. 2012, Magliocca et al. 2018).
Understanding the diversity of meanings of archetypes in
sustainability research
The precise meaning of archetypes varies across studies. The
following distinctions help to understand key differences found
in the literature on archetypes in sustainability research.
Archetypes as building blocks of cases or typologies of cases
The most important difference is whether archetypes are
identified at the level of building blocks (e.g., causal mechanisms)
or at the level of cases. In the building blocks approach, archetypes
are identified in such a way that any single case of the phenomenon
of interest can be characterized by one or a combination of several
archetypes (Eisenack 2012). Each case is characterized by
showing which archetypes are present and how they manifest
themselves in that particular case. For example, Oberlack et al.
(2016) identified archetypical processes that explain how large-
scale land acquisitions affect rural livelihoods through a model-
centered meta-analysis of case studies. The most important
archetypical processes identified were enclosures, elite capture,
beneficiary creation, and community-based resistance. The
authors identified these archetypes as building blocks, meaning
that one or a combination of these processes may operate in a
single case of land acquisition. The building blocks approach
decomposes each case into distinct components such as processes
or causal mechanisms, which may operate simultaneously and
together explain the dynamics or outcomes observed in that case.
Taking this approach, archetype analysis identifies recurrent
patterns at the level of building blocks and the particular
conditions and outcomes under which they operate.  
By contrast, when archetypes are identified at the level of cases,
they are identified in such a way that each case is categorized by
exactly one archetype. For example, Václavík et al. (2013) and
Levers et al. (2018) used self-organizing maps to identify land
system archetypes based on similarities of land systems in terms
of land-use intensity, social-ecological conditions, and land-
change trajectories. The archetypes in these studies were identified
by a data-driven sensitivity analysis that minimized variability of
cases within archetypes and maximized variability between them.
Other cluster analyses determined archetypes based on the
stability of cluster partitions (Kok et al. 2016, Sietz et al. 2017).  
The main difference between the two approaches is the level at
which similarities across cases are identified: Similarities of
processes or causal mechanisms that explain the phenomenon of
interest (building blocks) or similarities of entire cases of that
phenomenon (case typology). In set-theoretic terms, the building
blocks approach allows subsets of cases to which certain
archetypical configurations of attributes apply to intersect
(Oberlack and Eisenack 2018), whereas the case typology
approach implies that cases are classified in exactly one archetype.
The building blocks and case typology approaches are equivalent
only if  the dynamics of the considered phenomenon are best
explained by exactly one causal mechanism per case (i.e., one
building block per case). Otherwise, building blocks decompose
cases into particular configurations of attributes of cases that
recur across cases.
Archetypes for pattern identification, diagnosis, or scenario
development
A second key difference between multiple meanings of archetypes
relates to the function that the archetype concept fulfills in a study.
Three main functions are prevalent in our systematic review:
empirical pattern identification, diagnosis, and scenario
development.  
First, researchers most frequently use the archetypes approach to
identify patterns across large numbers of cases. This use always
builds on empirical data. Even though archetypes are identified
inductively, theory plays an important role because it informs the
selection of indicators for statistical analyses (Cullum et al. 2016,
Kok et al. 2016) and the iterative development of the codebook
for meta-analyses (Dell’Angelo et al. 2017b).  
Second, archetypes are used as diagnostic tools (Braun 2002). In
this function, archetypes convey established knowledge about
causal effects from prior research. Researchers use them to
diagnose their system of concern or to test posited causal effects
in new empirical work. For instance, Mokhtar and Aram (2017)
used a “limits to growth” system archetype to diagnose dynamics
in groundwater management in the Firuzabad Plain, Iran. A
different variety of the diagnostic function is found in studies that
construct a novel typology deductively without empirical pattern
identification. For instance, Fischer et al. (2017) used deductive
reasoning to propose four archetypical states of social-ecological
systems with different relations between food security and
biodiversity conservation. Archetypes are then developed as a new
typological theory (George and Bennet 2005).  
Third, researchers use archetypes for scenario development,
where they serve to distinguish multiple future scenarios of the
system of concern, often combined with stakeholder engagement
(Hunt et al. 2012, Wardropper et al. 2016). For instance, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
used scenario archetypes to classify sets of internally consistent
scenarios that embody common characteristics (van Vuuren et al.
2012, IPBES 2016).  
Overall, the precise meaning of the notion of archetype and the
methods employed differ along these three functions. Any single
study should characterize its specific use of archetypes with
reference to these three functions to enhance the coherence of
future research.
Causal analysis and theory development
Archetype analysis can assume a specific role in scientific efforts
for causal analysis and theory development. We understand
causality as the explanation of how a cause (e.g., factors,
interventions, or events) influence outcomes (Pearl 2009). Causal
analysis involves establishing causal effects (producing a causal
inference by analyzing how change in a factor X implies changes
in outcome Y) and causal mechanisms (explaining the processes
through which the effect occurs; Meyfroidt 2016).  
Methodologies to advance theories and infer from data to causal
statements in sustainability research can be broadly classified into
variance-based methods and case-based methods (Magliocca et
al. 2015, Beach and Pedersen 2016). Methods for variance-based
causal analysis include natural experiments, comparative case
studies, multivariate models, matching, instrumental variables,
and time-series analysis to provide empirical evidence for or
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against causal hypotheses rooted in theories. Methods for case-
based causal analysis include process tracing and congruence
methods to provide empirical evidence for or against the causal
effects and causal mechanisms of a theory (Beach and Pedersen
2016, Meyfroidt 2016). Although these methods are associated
with different epistemological positions, implications for case
selection, operationalization of concepts, and inductive or
deductive logics, they share the ambition of answering
explanatory questions of how and why a phenomenon occurs
(George and Bennett 2005). Notably, a theory is not the result of
a single study using any one of these methods. Instead, a theory
arises in the form of cumulative knowledge from numerous studies
that systematically identify, test, and refine posited causal effects
and causal mechanisms for a particular domain.  
Archetype analysis can assume two roles for linking data to causal
statements. First, in analyses of primary data, the archetypes
approach is a particular way of practicing the abovementioned
methods because it searches for causal statements in a particular
way. An archetype lens looks for multiple causal models (rather
than seeking to explain the data through one general model), it
seeks to identify patterns that recur across cases (rather than a
single case study), and it expresses causal statements at an
intermediate level of abstraction (rather than an in-depth case
description or a reductionist account of single factors).  
Second, the construction of archetypes (e.g., in the form of causal
graphs) can serve as a boundary object to synthesize findings on
causal effects and causal mechanisms that were identified through
different methods for numerous cases. One methodology for this
construction of archetypes is a “model-centered meta-analysis of
case studies” (Rudel 2008, Oberlack et al. 2016). It searches for
patterns in the causal statements that primary studies have
identified and assesses the contextual conditions for which the
causal models are valid (Magliocca et al. 2018).  
Notably, not all previous archetype analyses have addressed
causality explicitly. Studies that identify archetypes as case
typologies often aim at a thick description of their phenomenon
of concern, or when they use hypotheses to select variables and
indicators, they identify causal factor configurations. Studies that
construct archetypes as building blocks tend to identify patterns
of causal effects and causal mechanisms.
Archetypes and related approaches
Archetype analysis builds on or complements several related
approaches and tools. These include middle-range theories, ideal
types, and box-and-arrow frameworks.
Middle-range theories
Middle-range theories can be defined as “contextual
generalizations that describe chains of causal mechanisms
explaining a well-bounded range of phenomena, as well as the
conditions which trigger, enable, or prevent these causal chains”
(Meyfroidt et al. 2018:53). In contrast with grand theories, they
specify a narrower range of conditions under which their posited
causal effects are valid, but unlike case-specific explanations, they
explain regularities across cases (Merton 1968, Meyfroidt et al.
2018). Archetype analysis provides one methodological approach
to developing middle-range theories, if  archetypes are used in the
sense of building blocks and for pattern identification. The
building blocks specify the causal effects that are recurrently
observed in empirical case studies. However, a single meta-
analysis of case studies is not enough to develop a theory. It may
yield a suite of archetypes, but because of the well-known
limitations of meta-analyses (e.g., biases, missing data; Delaney
et al. 2018, Magliocca et al. 2018), follow-up studies need to test
and refine these inductively developed archetypes. In that sense,
archetype analyses do not constitute, but can contribute to, the
development of middle-range theories.
Ideal types
Ideal types in Max Weber’s (1988) sense are mental constructs
that simplify the essential aspects of empirical reality into
extreme, hypothetical constructs. If  archetypes are developed in
a purely deductive manner, the resulting archetypes are often
synonymous with ideal types. However, there is also the inductive
approach in which recurrent patterns are identified within a set
of empirical case studies. For example, if  black and white are
extreme ideal types, archetypes built from an inductive pattern
analysis would synthesize the various shades of grey found in
empirical case studies. The advantage of using the term
“archetypes” rather than “ideal types” lies in the empirical validity
and detailed configurations of factors embodied in archetypes,
as opposed to the extreme, hypothetical constructs embodied in
ideal types.
Box-and-arrow frameworks
Sustainability researchers commonly organize the main analytical
categories of their studies in box-and-arrow frameworks (Lambin
and Geist 2008). One example is the social-ecological systems
framework of Ostrom (2009). It provides a conceptual map of
some 50 variables associated with social-ecological systems
sustainability. Box-and-arrow frameworks are suitable tools with
which to organize a larger set of variables into a comprehensible
conceptual structure (Schlager 2007), communicate complexity
to readers (Lambin and Geist 2008), and help diagnose the
systems of concern (Ostrom 2009, Partelow 2018). However, they
do not specify the precise relations between the variables.
Archetype analysis, in the sense of building blocks and pattern
identification, uses and extends such frameworks. While box-and-
arrow frameworks depict a set of variables, archetypes go a step
further by providing knowledge about the recurrent
configurations and associations among those variables.
MOTIVATIONS FOR ARCHETYPE ANALYSIS IN
SUSTAINABILITY RESEARCH
The results of the survey and systematic review show that
archetype analysis is used to address six knowledge problems that
persistently challenge sustainability researchers, policy makers,
and practitioners (Fig. 2). These six knowledge problems are:
idiographic traps and research fragmentation, overgeneralization
in global narratives, diagnosis, panacea traps, methodological
interplay, and scenario development. We next explain how
researchers have used archetype analysis to address each of these
six challenges.
Motivation 1: cumulative learning from case studies: tackling
idiographic traps and research fragmentation
The most frequent motivation for analyzing archetypes is
cumulative learning across cases and contexts. Interactions in
social-ecological systems are complex, multifactorial, and
contextual (Folke et al. 2005). Accordingly, researchers often
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apply case study research designs, which enable in-depth
understanding of interactions, outcomes, and causal effects at a
high level of contextual detail (Beach and Pedersen 2016).
However, a recognized limitation of case studies is their restricted
validity beyond the immediate study sites (Poteete et al. 2010).
This restriction limits the understanding of the conditions for
which specific knowledge claims from case studies hold, which
results are generalizable, and how contextual factors modify
general insights.
Fig. 2. Frequency of the six main motivations for conducting
archetype analysis reported, based on a systematic literature
review. A study can have one or more motivations.
Furthermore, in rapidly expanding research fields, scientific
knowledge quickly becomes scattered across hundreds of case
studies, making it difficult for individual researchers to follow
(Poteete et al. 2010). Without systematic synthesis procedures,
learning in science and policy making cannot keep pace with the
accumulated evidence and “intellectual gold of case study
research” (Jensen and Rodgers 2001:235). Idiographic traps
emerge when researchers embrace the complexity of social-
ecological systems without thoroughly examining similarities and
differences with other cases. The significance of “yet another case
study” then becomes questionable.  
Archetypes offer a methodological approach to foster cumulative
learning from case studies in a systematic way. They generalize
case study results through multiple explanatory models (Oberlack
2017). Analysts can assess the commonalities and particularities
of a single case by relating it to a suite of archetypes (Václavík et
al. 2016). Further, inductive pattern analysis scrutinizes how
context influences the outcome of interest by analyzing the
conditions under which particular archetypes arise (Kummu et
al. 2016).
Motivation 2: diagnosis
Researchers have used archetypes not only as outcomes but also
as starting points for new studies. They use knowledge about
archetypes from earlier work as a diagnostic tool in new empirical
research, where it helps them diagnose the system of concern and
avoid problems of omitted variables. For instance, Banson et al.
(2016) used established system archetypes, i.e., limits to growth,
shifting the burden, success to the successful, escalation,
accidental adversaries, and tragedy of the commons, as a
diagnostic tool to anticipate potential problems in the agricultural
sector of Ghana. They used the causal diagrams of these
archetypes to identify leverage points for strategies to enhance
sustainability.  
The archetypes approach also facilitates the transfer of findings
across cases (Eisenack et al. unpublished manuscript, http://
citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.572.4210&rep=
rep1&type=pdf). For example, land system archetypes have
recently been applied in a large German research program on
sustainable land management. They served to quantify the
similarity of land systems across the world in relation to the
program’s regional projects to identify areas to which regional
results could potentially be transferred (Václavík et al. 2016).
Similarly, archetypes can help to fill knowledge gaps in countries
with limited primary research by extrapolating knowledge from
known contexts to similar contexts for which collection of
primary data is not possible.
Motivation 3: bridging the gap between global narratives and
local realities: tackling problems of overgeneralization
Local (place based) and global sustainability insights have been
developing in parallel, but there is a clear need for their integration
(Rindfuss et al. 2004, Balvanera et al. 2017). One barrier to
integration is that global narratives, for example, on food security,
land grabbing, or climate adaptation, may disregard critical
heterogeneity of local realities and therefore provide
overgeneralized explanations of the considered phenomenon.
The ambition and need in policy and scientific communities to
generate global narratives contrasts with the common
understanding that every case is unique and that context matters
(van Vliet et al. 2016). Archetype analysis bridges the gap between
local realities and global narratives by contextualizing their
typical elements and generating refined narratives that are explicit
about the nuanced contextual conditions while providing
generalized findings.  
Analyses of global change syndromes (Schellnhuber et al. 1997,
Petschel-Held et al. 1999, Hurni et al. 2004, Crona et al. 2015,
Dell’Angelo et al. 2018), anthropogenic biomes (anthromes; Ellis
and Ramankutty 2008, Martin et al. 2014), vulnerability
archetypes (Jäger et al. 2007), global threats to sustainability
(Dell’Angelo et al. 2017a), land-use systems (van Asselen and
Verburg 2012), or land system archetypes (Václavík et al. 2013)
are typical efforts to better understand linkages between global
and local sustainability. The term “syndrome” refers to the
etymological ancient Greek meaning of “things running
together” and to the medical and normative meaning of a complex
“clinical” phenomenon with concurring symptoms. The
syndrome approach decomposed global change dynamics into 16
functional patterns of environmental degradation and identified
the propensity of specific geographies to specific syndromes
(Lüdeke et al. 2004, Sietz et al. 2006, Manuel-Navarrete et al.
2007).  
Anthromes presented an innovative view of a human-
transformed biosphere based on empirical analyses of global
land-cover and population data. This global framework has been
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used to map regional differences in the rate of landscape
transformation over centuries (Ellis et al. 2010) and to describe
the distribution of sustainability strategies and conservation
efforts across anthromes (Ellis 2013, Martin et al. 2014).  
Archetypes of vulnerability are patterns of human–nature
interactions that generate vulnerability. Jäger et al. (2007) show
that 10 years of additional research on human–nature
interactions has confirmed essential mechanisms such as the
poverty-degradation spiral described by the syndromes of global
change. Going beyond the syndromes approach, archetypes of
vulnerability explicitly capture environmental opportunities such
as better water availability and soil fertility in drylands as a basis
for designing strategies to reduce risk and enhance food and
livelihood security (Jäger et al. 2007, Sietz et al. 2011).  
Taken together, these analyses of archetypical patterns provide
global assessments of their phenomenon of concern
(vulnerability, global change, human-transformed biosphere).
They recognize the diversity of local realities by generating global
assessments composed of multiple patterns rather than just one
and identifying indicators of the conditions under which a pattern
may occur in individual cases.
Motivation 4: transferring knowledge about strategies for
sustainability across cases: going beyond panaceas
Although tempting, the search for general principles to guide
governance of social-ecological systems has been plagued by the
problem that panaceas often fail, disproving the assumption that
the performance of governance strategies is independent of the
social and ecological context in which they operate (Ostrom et al.
2007). For example, government efforts to rationalize
environmental management often contributed to failures because
uniform policy prescriptions (panaceas) did not work across the
heterogeneous contexts in which they were implemented (Holling
and Meffe 1996, Acheson 2006). This implies that general
principles for governance and management may apply across a
number of contexts but may be useless or even counterproductive
in others.  
The transfer of knowledge about sustainability strategies is
inherently difficult because this knowledge is typically derived
from case studies rooted in a particular place and context (van
Vliet et al. 2016). Transferring insights into sustainability
strategies that proved effective in one place to other places requires
identification of recurrent patterns of geographical context and
social-ecological problem structure; they must be similar in the
source and target cases (Epstein et al. 2015, Kok et al. 2016).
Archetypes identify these similarities in biophysical and
socioeconomic conditions, processes, problem structures, and
governance measures, and can thereby facilitate learning among
actors experiencing similar problems. A key assumption is that
strategies are indeed transferable among cases that share
particular archetypes (Eisenack et al. unpublished manuscript,
 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.572.4210&rep=
rep1&type=pdf). The knowledge claim that an archetype
embodies needs to be tested carefully in the particular contexts
in which it is made.  
For instance, archetype analyses have shown that general
strategies for sustainable agricultural intensification (e.g., halting
cropland expansion and closing yield gaps) cannot be applied in
a one-size-fits-all manner. Land system archetypes have
demonstrated how similarities in land systems across the globe,
but also a diversity of land-use patterns at a subnational scale,
can help tailor intensification strategies to particular contexts
(Václavík et al. 2013). Nested archetypes of vulnerability can
inform the regional transfer of archetypical strategies for
sustainable intensification, as shown in the drylands of sub-
Saharan Africa (Sietz et al. 2017). Insights into the nestedness of
archetypes enabled a more nuanced discussion of vulnerability,
food security, and sustainable intensification opportunities.
However, any archetypical strategy developed and applied
successfully in one location (e.g., planting pits to intensify
agricultural production) needs to be adjusted to local conditions
elsewhere (e.g., different types of organic material available) if
transferred.
Motivation 5: methodological interplay through archetype
analysis: working together
Advances in sustainability research are achieved with different
methods, including case studies, statistical analysis, field and
laboratory experiments, and modeling (Young et al. 2006, Brown
et al. 2013, Magliocca et al. 2015). However, cumulative learning
across studies can be limited because these methods cannot be
easily integrated in a coherent assessment of the phenomenon of
interest (Poteete et al. 2010).  
The construction and refinement of archetypes can serve as a
boundary object in an “intermethodological” debate. For
example, in research on the global land rush, evidence has been
generated mainly by means of qualitative local case studies and
national to global inventories of large-scale land acquisitions.
Limited interplay between these methods and levels constrained
their cross-fertilization (Scoones et al. 2013, Magliocca et al.
2019). The analysis of archetypes of large-scale land acquisitions
has helped to link the two methodologies by investigating the
relevance of factors compiled in inventories by means of meta-
analysis of case studies, synthesizing new key factors from case
studies to inform inventories, and linking spatial patterns of land
acquisitions with implementation processes (Messerli et al. 2014,
2016, Oberlack et al. 2016, Dell’Angelo et al. 2017b, 2018).  
Archetypes can also guide collaboration across different levels of
abstraction within a research program. For example, governance
at the water-energy-food nexus is subject to multiple collective
action problems (Pahl-Wostl 2019). A recent analysis of action
situation networks elicited configurations of archetypical
situations that explain varying performance in irrigation systems
in India and Spain (Kimmich and Villamayor-Tomás 2019). This
network analysis builds on game-theoretic models and laboratory
experiments with archetypical action situations that provide
insights on leadership, communication, and institutional change
(Ostrom 2005, Poteete et al. 2010). Further, contextualized field
experiments specified the domain of validity of laboratory
experiments (Müller et al. 2018), and an analytic narrative method
helped to explain under which conditions the network equilibria
change (Kimmich 2016).  
In sum, archetype analysis can foster dialogue and cross-
fertilization between different methods, disciplines, epistemologies,
and theories. This is the case when archetypes serve as boundary
objects that researchers jointly construct, test, criticize, and refine
over time.
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Motivation 6: scenario development
Well-established knowledge about archetypes is sometimes used
prospectively for scenario development. For instance, Turner et
al. (2017) used the causal diagrams of the “success-to-the-
successful” and “fixes-that-backfire” system archetypes
introduced by Senge (1990) to inform the development and
assessment of policy scenarios in dealing with agricultural land
transformation in the north central United States. Another strand
of research has developed the notion of “scenario archetypes.”
These are families of scenarios that share a set of assumptions
(Gallopín et al. 1997, Hunt et al. 2012, van Vuuren et al. 2012).
For instance, Kubiszewski et al. (2016) used the four Great
Transition Initiative archetypes to assess the value of ecosystem
services in Asia and the Pacific. Pereira et al. (2018) used
transformative visioning to develop archetypal scenarios of the
Anthropocene in southern Africa.
POTENTIAL AND LIMITATIONS OF ARCHETYPE
ANALYSIS IN SUPPORTING EVIDENCE-BASED,
CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LAW AND POLICY MAKING
Analyzing sustainability strategies using the archetypes approach
The results of the systematic review show how scholars have
analyzed sustainable development strategies using the archetypes
approach (Fig. 3). The first and largest set of studies develops
“system archetypes” or “problem archetypes” for specific
sustainability domains. These archetypes explain common
patterns in the systems of concern. As diagnostic tools, they
provide insight into the factors and processes that generate
outcomes; as prospective tools, they predict potential trajectories.
This systems knowledge is then used to inform the discussion of
policy or management interventions by analyzing how particular
interventions may modify system behavior leading to
sustainability-related outcomes (Banson et al. 2016).
Furthermore, these studies facilitate the transfer of knowledge
about sustainability strategies across similar cases that share the
same archetype. For instance, Sietz et al. (2017) use spatially
explicit archetypes of vulnerability in African drylands to identify
areas with good prospects for sustainable intensification.
Fig. 3. Three main options for analyzing sustainability
strategies using the archetypes approach, based on a systematic
literature review.
The second set of studies analyzes “solution archetypes,” “policy
archetypes,” or “strategy archetypes,” which are archetypical
options in dealing with a specific situation (Wolstenholme 2003).
For example, Bocken et al. (2014) present archetypical business
models associated with innovations for sustainability. Luederitz
et al. (2017) synthesize archetypical pathways to sustainability.  
The third set of studies combines the characteristics of the first
two by empirically assessing which policy or strategy archetypes
are suited to which contexts, systems, or problem archetypes. For
example, Jäger et al. (2015) assess the robustness of four
archetypical climate adaptation measures across sectors and
scenarios. Brzezina et al. (2017:1) use archetypes to “anticipate
difficulties in the development of organic farming in the
[European Union]” and to “find ways to address these
difficulties.”  
The literature shows various examples of how archetype analysis
has been integrated into transdisciplinary research (Hurni et al.
2004, Brezenina et al. 2017), assessment processes (Jäger et al.
2007), or scenario development (Wardropper et al. 2016) in which
the joint involvement of researchers, decision makers, and
stakeholders contributed to the analysis. Archetypes served as a
boundary concept in the joint participatory analysis of problems
and solutions.
Potential contributions of archetype analysis to evidence-based,
context-sensitive law and policy making
Sustainability research is strongly linked to societal learning and
decision-making processes at all scales from local to global (Miller
et al. 2014). Such processes involve diverse knowledge needs,
which partly depend on the scales of decision making (Rist et al.
2006). For instance, decision making at the village level requires
highly context-specific knowledge to tailor rules to the context,
whereas policy making at the United Nations level requires
generalized knowledge to craft rules that apply meaningfully
across multiple contexts (Oberlack and Eisenack 2014).
Archetype analysis can be one component in the methodological
portfolio of sustainability research (Young et al. 2006) to meet
such knowledge demands at multiple scales. The context-sensitive
generalizations embodied in archetypes can be useful in multiple
ways.  
First, law and policy making in larger jurisdictions that cover
many cases of a given phenomenon is in need of generalized but
context-sensitive knowledge to ensure that laws and policies are
tailored to the different contexts. However, governance at higher
levels is frequently confronted with patchy evidence from
scattered localized research. Archetype analysis constitutes a
methodological approach to inform policy making at higher
jurisdictional levels through context-sensitive generalizations
with case-level empirical validity (Newell et al. 2011). For
instance, governments, policy experts, scientists, and other
stakeholders framed archetypes of vulnerability at a global scale
in a participatory process providing a bridge between science and
decision making for vulnerability reduction (Jäger et al. 2007).
The “archetypes of livelihood vulnerability and sustainability”
(Oberlack et al. 2016) provided a starting point for
transdisciplinary discussions about Swiss stakeholders’ strategies
in dealing with large-scale land acquisitions in the Global South.  
Second, the scales of both decision making and knowledge are
historically and institutionally produced. The former are the
result of administrative divisions created to govern territories and
processes from local to global levels, whereas the latter result from
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academic processes through which phenomena are identified,
framed, and reframed into scientific disciplines. These two
processes of scale production are not necessarily aligned. In the
Anthropocene, the rates of both newly identified and
anthropogenically created phenomena are accelerating (Ellis
2018). This situation increases the potential for misalignments,
which can lead to disastrous decisions that do not take into
account consequences and shocks anticipated by existing
knowledge. Archetype analysis can contribute to realigning
decision-making and knowledge scales by generating
interdisciplinary knowledge about multiscale phenomena in
which local patterns are causally connected to national and global
processes (Adger et al. 2003). To ensure that the scales of
knowledge production match the relevant scales of decision
making, any archetype analysis requires prior reflection on
choices of social-ecological system boundaries, scales of agency,
observables, and data availability.  
Third, rules and regulations always seek to structure societal
processes in a generalized way (Ostrom 2005). The tension
between crafting rules and doing justice to the diversity of
individual cases has always been inherent in law and policy
making (Barnes 2013). Accordingly, legal techniques exist that
allow for context-sensitive solutions within general rules. For
instance, there is a “no good rule without an exemption clause,”
with exemptions being activated under certain conditions. The
principle of subsidiarity holds that rules at higher levels of
governance take a more general form to leave room for context-
sensitive concretization at lower levels. Similarly, some legal
frameworks are confined to stipulate only core benchmarks but
prescribe that well-structured procedures need to be undergone
at a lower level of governance before decisions are taken. Finally,
human rights law, while establishing the fundamental principles
of equality and nondiscrimination, asks for differentiation and
for treating “similar situations equally and different situations
differently” (Baetens 2010). By contrast, trade law refers to a
stricter principle of nondiscrimination; it concedes “special and
differential treatment” to economically more vulnerable countries
only temporarily and to a very limited extent. Sustainability
theorists have suggested adapting trade law toward a broader
approach to differentiation, as it is practiced in human rights law,
allowing for differential treatment ab initio following graduation
tools based on economic, social, and environmental records, and
hence, for fairer solutions based on empirical knowledge (Bürgi
Bonanomi 2015).  
Archetype analyses can assist policy makers and legal
practitioners in applying such techniques while seeking to
navigate the tension between generalization and context
sensitivity. Archetypes help determine whether certain situations
should be regarded as equal and requiring equal treatment or
whether unequal treatment is more justified. Although it is
arbitrary to derive general arguments from individual case studies,
knowledge about recurrent patterns makes empirical learning
more accessible for decision making in larger jurisdictions.  
One example is the regulation of palm oil markets in trade
agreements. The European Free Trade Agreement countries were
negotiating trade agreements with Malaysia and Indonesia in
2018. Although Indonesia and Malaysia are requesting improved
market access, stakeholders in the European Free Trade
Agreement countries are criticizing sustainability issues in palm
oil production. As a compromise, the idea of preferential quota
for sustainably produced palm oil has gained momentum.
However, the meaning of sustainability in this context remains
contentious. Case studies have illustrated diverse nuances of palm
oil production in both countries, but common denominators
remain difficult to observe. An archetype analysis might help to
determine whether the sustainability challenges differ between
types of production, regions, or countries, and what elements are
similar. Depending on these results, preferential market access
could be conditioned on, for example, procedural prerequisites
requiring stakeholders to define the context-specific criteria of
sustainable production in a novel way. Alternatively, the analysis
may result in the conclusion that adherence to existing labels is
appropriate.
Current limitations of archetype analysis
The archetypes approach faces a number of limitations. First,
archetype analysis is based on the assumption that insights from
one case can be transferred to another case if  the same archetypes
apply to both cases. This assumption needs to be tested
systematically and empirically. To what extent can system or
problem archetypes actually explain the effectiveness of policy or
strategy archetypes? If  the same policy or strategy shows different
effects in cases characterized by the same system or problem
archetypes, the latter need to be refined, for example by nesting
archetypes (Sietz et al. 2017) and by identifying more precise
conditions to which particular archetypes apply (Magliocca et al.
2018).  
Second, any particular method for analyzing archetypes, such as
meta-analysis, cluster analysis, or system modeling, has its own
specific challenges (Sietz, Frey, Roggero, et al. unpublished
manuscript). We refer to method-specific literature on how to deal
with those challenges. For quality criteria that hold across methods,
we refer to Eisenack et al. (2019).  
Third, the quality, availability, and comparability of data are
persistent challenges in conducting research based on large samples
of case studies (Margulies et al. 2016, Magliocca et al. 2018).
Coordinated research networks, common analytical frameworks,
standardized research instruments, and online databases of case
studies (e.g., EJAtlas, LandMatrix, SES Library, SESMAD) have
alleviated some of the data quality and availability challenges
(Poteete and Ostrom 2008), but longitudinal data availability for
causal analysis remains severely limited.  
Fourth, the treatment of causality is notoriously difficult in
comparative analyses (Meyfroidt 2016). Studies frequently analyze
causal factors that influence the outcomes of interest (e.g., Geist
and Lambin 2002, Frey 2017), whereas synthesis of causal
mechanisms is more limited to date.
CONCLUSION
Here, we offer a comprehensive overview of the meanings of
archetype analysis in sustainability research, the motivations
behind it, and its policy relevance. A common understanding of
archetypes is emerging: they are context-sensitive, generalized
models of sustainability problems, dynamics, or strategies with
case-level empirical validity. Archetypes are empirically testable,
mental representations that are always defined in relation to a
specific research question, purpose, or knowledge need. Archetype
analysis investigates recurrent patterns of the phenomenon of
interest at an intermediate level of abstraction to identify multiple
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models that explain the phenomenon under particular
conditions.  
Archetype analysis is best conceived as a methodological
approach, rather than a particular method, framework, or theory.
It seeks to strike a balance between retaining the richness of case
studies while identifying generalizable patterns, which makes it
particularly suited for research settings characterized by
heterogeneous cases. As an epistemologically, theoretically, and
thematically open approach, archetypes can function as
boundary objects in inter- and transdisciplinary research.  
We suggest the following priorities for future research on
archetypes. First, once they are identified, archetypes provide a
starting point for new empirical research to test, revise, or refine
particular archetypes and the hypotheses they embody. Second,
only a few explicitly dynamic archetype analyses have been
undertaken so far (e.g., Lüdeke et al. 2014, Levers et al. 2018,
Magliocca et al. 2019); future archetype analyses need to capture
change in the systems of concern. Third, a suite of archetypes
needs to be tested not only for its ability to explain the
phenomenon of interest, but also for its power to transfer
knowledge about effective sustainable development strategies
across cases. Finally, enhanced application of archetypes in
science-society-policy settings to support the design and
evaluation of policies and strategies is an area of future activities
that may be highly relevant to supporting sustainable
development at local to global scales.
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